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                            Bill Boynton            18:26 28 Nov 22
                                            I feel that I always get considered personal attention from Mehdi Yazdi and his team. Good scheme for maintenance of teeth plus the high level of expertise and knowhow gives me confidence when an intervention is necessary to preserve my teeth            
        
    
                                    [image: Lee Ashcroft]        
                            Lee Ashcroft            12:04 14 Nov 22
                                            An excellent surgery, all the staff are friendly and make you feel welcome when you arrive. Very professional and caring from all members of the staff, and I’m happy to walk out with a smile.            
        
    
                                    [image: Julie Cresswell]        
                            Julie Cresswell            16:05 01 Nov 22
                                            All staff very friendly. The dentist was very patient and caring. Treatment was fully explained. Very professional. Would highly recommend.            
        
    
                                    [image: Belen De Pedro]        
                            Belen De Pedro            16:00 07 Oct 22
                                            I went under a tooth extraction procedure with Dr Mehdi today. He was very reassuring, helped calm down as I was very anxious and the procedure went super smooth. Very professional and knowledgeable. Highly recommend Crown Bank            
        
    
                                    [image: K F]        
                            K F            13:26 16 Sep 22
                                            My Wisdom teeth removal experience could not have been better, Dr Yazdi was amazing and made me feel comfortable throughout.            
        
    
                                    [image: Shirley Bishop]        
                            Shirley Bishop            15:09 14 Sep 22
                                            Reception staff pleasant and helpful.. Very punctual appointment time. Very efficient and thorough check up. Rapid process for payment.            
        
    
                                    [image: emma barker]        
                            emma barker            15:26 01 Sep 22
                                            I’ve today had an implant placed by Mehdi. I was so nervous about the treatment beforehand but I needn’t be. It was comfortable & easy to manage, Mehdi & Skye were calming and professional. I would most definitely recommend Crown Bank!!            
        
    
                                    [image: Lynne Day]        
                            Lynne Day            17:04 31 Aug 22
                                            Fantastic dental practice. Staff are always very helpful and kind, explaining procedures to make you feel comfortable and confident with the treatment you are receiving.            
        
    
                                    [image: helen swaisland]        
                            helen swaisland            10:20 30 Aug 22
                                            Another excellent  hygiene visit this morning.  Staff are all very pleasant and welcoming and make sure they put you at ease every time you visit. Would recommend this practice (and the GBT procedure).            
        
    
                                    [image: Emma Green]        
                            Emma Green            14:53 18 Aug 22
                                            Amazing dentists! Such a professional and kind service. Excellent as an anxious patient, they really help me feel relaxed and reassured. Can't recommend enough!            
        
    
                                    [image: Ingrid Higgins]        
                            Ingrid Higgins            08:26 17 Aug 22
                                            First impressions are lasting impressions; welcoming dental practise.   Seen very quickly & talked through various options available.            
        
    
                                    [image: Richard Allen]        
                            Richard Allen            14:46 11 Aug 22
                                            Really friendly and a calm environment professional from start to finish highly recommend Crown Bank Dental :)            
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                            Bush baby Luna rock raccoon            11:47 10 Aug 22
                                            Tooth extraction very quick and pain free excellent service            
        
    
                                    [image: Julie Grocott]        
                            Julie Grocott            19:34 08 Aug 22
                                            Lovely practice, very reassuring as I have always had a fear of dentists, and they were all lovely.            
        
    
                                    [image: Karen Clayton]        
                            Karen Clayton            16:14 08 Aug 22
                                            A very thorough examination which was not rushed. I felt that the service was very professional and person centred.            
        
    
                                    [image: Mark Robinson]        
                            Mark Robinson            14:05 29 Jul 22
                                            Arrived out of the blue, entirely unexpected and they managed to fit me in… superb service.            
        
    
                                    [image: Richard Nichols]        
                            Richard Nichols            10:35 29 Jul 22
                                            Very professional and informative, very caring,Thank you            
        
    
                                    [image: Graham Heywood]        
                            Graham Heywood            14:18 25 Jul 22
                                            Always an excellent service from both Dr Will Noble , assistant and booking service            
        
    
                                    [image: Amir Yazdi]        
                            Amir Yazdi            07:46 04 Jul 22
                                            Professional, friendly, caring and excellent dental practice.The health screening service is great. They told me all about my Blood pressure, Cholesterol and more. The result print out was very useful too.Well planned professional and caring treatment received.(Root Canal, Crown)I am extremely happy and satisfied.Excellent service provided by the practice, thank you.            
        
    
                                    [image: Mark Snape]        
                            Mark Snape            08:46 28 Jun 22
                                            Five star dentist in Sandbach always happy smiley staff with a wealth of knowledge simply the best.            
        
    
                                    [image: Edward Greenwood]        
                            Edward Greenwood            09:36 23 Jun 22
                                            My wife had a filling completed yesterday afternoon it was a composite posterior .she was very pleased with the appearance and the treatment.            
        
    
                                    [image: Dan Milling]        
                            Dan Milling            15:55 15 Jun 22
                                            Friendly and professional staff. Dr Mills provided excellent patient service, explaining everything in understable language. The reception staff were helpful and polite.            
        
    
                                    [image: garth9004]        
                            garth9004            08:05 15 Jun 22
                                            Efficient and friendly staff, Well worth the change from my old uncaring dentist in Sandbach.Would strongly recommend. Only annoying drawback is the amount of times you expected to fill out the health questionnaire!            
        
    
                                    [image: Wendy Fradley]        
                            Wendy Fradley            15:52 09 Jun 22
                                            Brilliant dentist. I had a 4 hour appointment today for replacement veneers. Will explained every step of my treatment. Walked out with my temporary teeth which look great. Another visit to replace in 3 weeks and not nervous at all.            
        
    
                                    [image: Matthew’s Karaoke]        
                            Matthew’s Karaoke            10:46 23 May 22
                                            Great service as always, Will is a great dentist, he and his dental nurse are very polite. The surgery has been very helpful, with being disabled they make sure I always have a downstairs treatment room.            
        
    
                                    [image: Wendy Fradley]        
                            Wendy Fradley            14:37 12 May 22
                                            Brilliant dentist. I had a 4 hour appointment today for replacement veneers. Will explained every step of my treatment. Walked out with my temporary teeth which look great. Another visit to replace in 3 weeks and not nervous at all.            
        
    
                                    [image: John Chadwick]        
                            John Chadwick            16:29 09 May 22
                                            Excellent service from reception to through to completion. I highly recommend Crown Bank Dental.            
        
    
                                    [image: helen swaisland]        
                            helen swaisland            08:33 04 May 22
                                            Excellent hygiene visit this morning.  Would recommend this GBT procedure.            
        
    
                                    [image: Sarah Ball]        
                            Sarah Ball            14:17 27 Apr 22
                                            Wonderful service from all members of staff. Great care given, very reassuring and supportive. Thank you.            
        
    
                                    [image: Wendy Fradley]        
                            Wendy Fradley            10:11 22 Apr 22
                                            Brilliant dentist. I had a 4 hour appointment today for replacement veneers. Will explained every step of my treatment. Walked out with my temporary teeth which look great. Another visit to replace in 3 weeks and not nervous at all.            
        
    
                                    [image: Lynne Day]        
                            Lynne Day            11:43 14 Apr 22
                                            Fantastic dental practice. Staff are always very helpful and kind, explaining procedures to make you feel comfortable and confident with the treatment you are receiving.            
        
    
                                    [image: Sarah Shardlow]        
                            Sarah Shardlow            16:48 13 Apr 22
                                            The staff here can’t do enough to put you at ease. I have been a patient here for years and I can’t fault them. They are always so lovely. It’s like a spa day for your teeth            
        
    
                                    [image: sara rogers]        
                            sara rogers            16:58 10 Apr 22
                                            I have been with the Practice for 20 years and travel an hour to get there. I would not go anywhere else.  All dentists, receptionists and above all  their therapist are the only team I would trust with my own and my family’s oral health.            
        
    
                                    [image: ken Simpson]        
                            ken Simpson            17:53 30 Mar 22
                                            I was dealt with in a professional and friendly manner. The treatment took one hour to complete. During this time I was regularly asked if I was comfortable, and offered short breaks to clear my mouth of  matter created whilst being treated. A dentist not the nicest of places to have visit, however no pain and it appears that the treatment was successful.            
        
    
                                    [image: Ben Dickerson]        
                            Ben Dickerson            16:29 29 Mar 22
                                            Great experience, the reception and all the staff were really friendly and helpful. Will and Rachel did a fantastic job for the procedure 10/10            
        
    
                                    [image: Lucy Dakin]        
                            Lucy Dakin            13:47 28 Feb 22
                                            Visited this morning for my first appointment in years! They were fab and I’m now a member.  Happy I’m no longer neglecting my dental hygiene and more than satisfied with my experience today and the warm welcome from all the team there.            
        
    
                                    [image: Wendy Fradley]        
                            Wendy Fradley            17:57 17 Feb 22
                                            Brilliant dentist. I had a 4 hour appointment today for replacement veneers. Will explained every step of my treatment. Walked out with my temporary teeth which look great. Another visit to replace in 3 weeks and not nervous at all.            
        
    
                                    [image: Craig Wilson]        
                            Craig Wilson            15:25 10 Feb 22
                                            Had the pleasure of being treated by Will today and would say I thought his manner care and advice was second to none . He made it a pleasure to be in the chair if it ever can be .  Great service .            
        
    
                                    [image: Derek Drummond]        
                            Derek Drummond            20:26 27 Jan 22
                                            Crown Bank Dental provided dental care second to none in my view. I have been a patient here for 10 years+ and do not have any complaints, the staff are very friendly, the treatment is excellent and they are people I know I can trust.            
        
    
                                    [image: Amir Yazdi]        
                            Amir Yazdi            12:38 13 Jan 22
                                            Professional, friendly, caring and excellent dental practice.The health screening service is great. They told me all about my Blood pressure, Cholesterol and more. The result print out was very useful too.            
        
    
                                    [image: Philippa Cartledge]        
                            Philippa Cartledge            19:36 03 Dec 21
                                            I'm a nervous patient, took me years to pluck up the courage to book a dentist appointment. The staff here are all so friendly and professional, everything is explained and put into a comprehensive treatment plan, enabled an informed choice of treatment options with no pressure either way. I'm now confident I'm in safe hands. Very happy I chose Crown dental.            
        
    
                                    [image: Nikki Whinnett]        
                            Nikki Whinnett            10:16 01 Dec 21
                                            Have had a great service from start to finish with Jade and the team. I’ve left today feeling so much more confident with my smile. Would highly recommend. Thank you again!            
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                                    “Very polite and pleasant staff. Made to feel very comfortable stress free.”


                                    
                                                Glenis .J
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                                    “The staff were all very pleasant, kind & caring, Covid prevention was high on their list & I felt safe…”


                                    
                                                Mary .K
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                                    “Brilliant dentist. I had a 4 hour appointment today for replacement veneers. I Will explained every step of my treatment.…”


                                    
                                                Wendy .F
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                                    “I was dealt with in a professional and friendly manner. The treatment took one hour to complete. During this time…”


                                    
                                                Ken .S
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                                    “I'm a nervous patient, took me years to pluck up the courage to book a dentist appointment. The staff here…”


                                    
                                                Philippa .C
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            	                    [image: POV: Behind the scenes at Crown Bank Dental 🫶🏼✨  #funnymoments#crownbank#dental#smile#dentistry#teeth#sandbach#cheshire#congleton#behindthescenes#funtimes#funnymoments#fyp#dentistryhumour]
        
    



    
        
            🔥 Friday Hot Seat 🔥 

Our dentist’s Mehdi 
            	                    [image: 🔥 Friday Hot Seat 🔥   Our dentist’s Mehdi and Janine take on “who is the most” challenge! Have a listen to get to know them a little more! 🦷✨   www.crownbankdental.co.uk  📞 01270 763777 📧 info@crownbankdental.co.uk  📍1 Crown Bank, Sandbach, CW11 1FW  #hotseat#friday#crownbank#dental#smile#dentistry#teeth#sandbach#cheshire#congleton#whoisthemost#dentalhumour#dentistryuk]
        
    



    
        
            🧚✨ Here’s your sign to register your little
            
	                
	            	                    [image: 🧚✨ Here’s your sign to register your little one with us ✨🧚  Taking your little ones to the dentist is necessary to keep their teeth healthy! Let’s promote healthy habits and good oral hygiene from the early stages, as those baby teeth are just as important as adult teeth! 🦷✨  Here at Crown Bank Dental we are here to help and ensure that your little one has a fun and relaxing experience, leaving with a SMILE & a sticker! 🦷✨   Book your little one’s appointment with us today by contacting our friendly team! 🦷✨   www.crownbankdental.co.uk  📞 01270 763777 📧 info@crownbankdental.co.uk  📍1 Crown Bank, Sandbach, CW11 1FW  #crownbank#dental#smile#dentistry#teeth#sandbach#cheshire#congleton#littleteeth#littleone#fun#relaxing]
        
    



    
        
            ✨ Implant Consultation ✨

Do you have missing 
            	                    [image: ✨ Implant Consultation ✨  Do you have missing teeth? Would you like to explore the options of replacing them?   Why not book in for an implant consultation with us to see how we can help you smile with confidence! 🦷  What happens at your implant consultation?   🦷 We will discuss and listen to your concerns so we can understand your needs and expectations  🦷 A full mouth assessment will be carried out to assess what options are available to you and if any other treatment is required to get the best possible outcome  🦷 A 3D intraoral scan of your teeth is taken for treatment planning and discussion  🦷 We will take clinical photographs of your teeth to show and help us to discuss your options as well as being used for aesthetic results  🦷 All treatment plan options will be discussed to ensure your needs and expectations are met. Ensuring the best functional and aesthetic outcome is achieved 🦷 A CBCT scan is taken if required. This allows Dr Mehdi to assess whether dental implants would be feasible in this area, and plan your treatment  🦷 A provisional treatment plan will be agreed, which will be followed up by a comprehensive treatment plan letter which will outline the treatment stages, costings and appointments required  🦷 You will have an appointment with our treatment coordinator who can go through any questions you may have and advise you on your next steps   Have a read of this lovely review from one of our wonderful patients who underwent Dental Implant Treatment “Great treatment pleasant and professional staff. A big thankyou to you all for this lovey dental implant bridge so please with it and it looks fab. A special thankyou to Meddi and Skye who supported so much through this journey 😊” ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️  Contact us today to book in with us ⭐️🦷   www.crownbankdental.co.uk  📞 01270 763777 📧 info@crownbankdental.co.uk  📍1 Crown Bank, Sandbach, CW11 1FW  #crownbank#dental#smile#dentistry#teeth#sandbach#cheshire#congleton#dentalimplants#consultation#fyp]
        
    



    
        
            ✨Hello April ✨ 

Can we believe it’s April a
            	                    [image: ✨Hello April ✨   Can we believe it’s April already? 🌷🥰   We hope you’ve all had a fun filled Easter weekend, and enjoyed a visit from the Easter bunny! 🌷🐣   Just a little reminder that we are back to our normal opening hours from today and can’t wait to see your SMILES! Book your appointment with us today by visiting our website or calling our friendly reception team! ✨🌷   www.crownbankdental.co.uk  📞 01270 763777 📧 info@crownbankdental.co.uk  📍1 Crown Bank, Sandbach, CW11 1FW  #helloapril#funfilled#easterweekend#crownbank#dental#smile#dentistry#teeth#sandbach#cheshire#congleton#smile#book#your#Appointment#withus]
        
    



    
        
            Welcome to Crown Bank Dental, our gorgeous practic
            	                    [image: Welcome to Crown Bank Dental, our gorgeous practice located in Sandbach, Cheshire! ✨🤍   This is your sign to become part of our Crown Bank family! Your smile starts with us! 🤍   www.crownbankdental.co.uk  📞 01270 763777 📧 info@crownbankdental.co.uk  📍1 Crown Bank, Sandbach, CW11 1FW  #smile#gorgeous#dentalpractice#crownbank#dental#smile#dentistry#teeth#sandbach#cheshire#congleton#dentaltok#smile#with#us#cheshiredentist#dentisttiktok#fyp]
        
    



    
        
            ✨ Start your Friday morning with us ✨ 

#denti
            	                    [image: ✨ Start your Friday morning with us ✨   #dentistryworld#dental#invisalignuk#crownbank#dental#smile#dentistry#teeth#sandbach#cheshire#congleton#dentaltok#teethtok#dentist#morning#routine#fyp]
        
    



    
        
            ✨ Our Dental Therapists and what they do ✨ 

H
            	                    [image: ✨ Our Dental Therapists and what they do ✨   Here at Crown Bank Dental, our dental therapists play an important role within our team! 🦷   Not only do they treat and maintain your gum health, but are also able to carry out a range of other dental treatments such as: 🦷 Fillings  🦷 Tooth Whitening  🦷 Deciduous extractions  🦷 Broken teeth  🦷 Dental Examinations  🦷 Dental X-Rays  🦷 Preventative treatments, such as fluoride application, & fissure sealants   www.crownbankdental.co.uk  📞 01270 763777 📧 info@crownbankdental.co.uk  📍1 Crown Bank, Sandbach, CW11 1FW  #dentaltherapists#team#crownbank#dental#smile#dentistry#teeth#sandbach#cheshire#congleton#dentalhygiene#dentalhealth]
        
    



    
        
            ✨ POV: You attend the friendliest dental practic
            	                    [image: ✨ POV: You attend the friendliest dental practice in Cheshire ✨   #friendly#dental#practice#team#crownbank#dental#smile#dentistry#teeth#sandbach#cheshire#congleton#dentalteam#fyp]
        
    



    
        
            ✨ Happy International Womens Day ✨ 

#internat
            
	                
	            	                    [image: ✨ Happy International Womens Day ✨   #internationalwomensday]
        
    



    
        
            — Dr Rob Lewis —

Here at Crown Bank Dental, R
            	                    [image: — Dr Rob Lewis —  Here at Crown Bank Dental, Rob is a friendly and compassionate dentist, who works closely with his patients to empower them to maintain their gym health. 🦷   Rob accepts referrals for Periodontology! Contact us today for more information!   www.crownbankdental.co.uk  📞 01270 763777 📧 info@crownbankdental.co.uk  📍1 Crown Bank, Sandbach, CW11 1FW  #periodontal#crownbank#dental#smile#dentistry#teeth#sandbach#cheshire#congleton#dentist#friendly#fyp]
        
    



    
        
            Happy National Dentist’s Day to our amazing dent
            	                    [image: Happy National Dentist’s Day to our amazing dentist’s here at Crown Bank Dental! 🤍 A day to celebrate and thank each one of you for all your hard work and dedication to creating and maintain all our SMILES! 🦷✨  #nationaldentistday#crownbank#dental#smile#dentistry#teeth#sandbach#cheshire#congleton#dentist#dentistry#fyp]
        
    



    
        
            ✨ Composite Fillings ✨ 

Here’s a little vid
            	                    [image: ✨ Composite Fillings ✨   Here’s a little video showing the process of composite fillings! Composite fillings have be used to repair these teeth, creating a natural looking appearance! How amazing is this transformation! 🤩🦷   www.crownbankdental.co.uk  📞 01270 763777 📧 info@crownbankdental.co.uk  📍1 Crown Bank, Sandbach, CW11 1FW  #crownbank#dental#smile#dentistry#teeth#sandbach#cheshire#congleton#composite#fillings#process#transformation#teeth#smile]
        
    



    
        
            ✨ Patient Testimonial ✨ 

We love hearing abou
            	                    [image: ✨ Patient Testimonial ✨   We love hearing about your experiences here at Crown Bank Dental! Here we have a lovely testimonial from one of our wonderful patients who has recently undergone implant treatment with us! 🦷🤍  Thank you so much for your lovely feedback! ✨  Dental Implants are a fixed solution to replace missing teeth that does not compromise the adjacent teeth! 🦷✨   Contact us today to book in your consultation with us! 🦷✨   www.crownbankdental.co.uk  📞 01270 763777 📧 info@crownbankdental.co.uk  📍1 Crown Bank, Sandbach, CW11 1FW  #patienttestimonial#dentalimplants#feedback#crownbank#dental#smile#dentistry#teeth#sandbach#cheshire#congleton#thankyou#fyp]
        
    



    
        
            🧚♀️ It’s National Tooth Fairy Day 🧚
            	                    [image: 🧚♀️ It’s National Tooth Fairy Day 🧚♀️  National Tooth Fairy Day encourages us to look back on the history of one of the dental care’s little helpers, who brings joy to the little ones, one tooth at a time! 🧚♀️✨   Celebrate #nationaltoothfairyday with your little ones, and encourage healthy habits and good oral hygiene! 🧚♀️✨   Has it been a while since your little ones last examination? Here’s your reminder to book their next routine dental examination! 🧚♀️✨   www.crownbankdental.co.uk  📞 01270 763777 📧 info@crownbankdental.co.uk  📍1 Crown Bank, Sandbach, CW11 1FW  #nationaltoothfairyday#crownbank#dental#smile#dentistry#teeth#sandbach#cheshire#congleton#nationaltoothfairyday24#toothfairy#oralhealth#healthysmiles#fyp]
        
    



    
        
            A day in the life of our treatment coordinator, Ma
            	                    [image: A day in the life of our treatment coordinator, Maddie!🪥🦷   #dayinthelife#routine#treatmentcoordinator#uk#invisalignuk#comewithme#teeth#crownbank#dental#cheshire#lifeofatreatmentcoordinator#dentalnurse#trending#fyp]
        
    



    
        
            ✨ Team ✨ 

Here at Crown Bank Dental our denti
            	                    [image: ✨ Team ✨   Here at Crown Bank Dental our dentists meet regularly to discuss  patient cases to ensure we provide the highest quality of dental care!   Want to join our Crown Bank Family? Contact us today or book online via our website! 🦷✨   www.crownbankdental.co.uk  📞 01270 763777 📧 info@crownbankdental.co.uk  📍1 Crown Bank, Sandbach, CW11 1FW  #team#teamwork#teamworkmakesthedreamwork#patients#care#crownbank#dental#smile#dentistry#teeth#sandbach#cheshire#congleton#dentists#uk#dentallife#fyp]
        
    



    
        
            🦷 Composite Fillings 🦷 

These two teeth hav
            	                    [image: 🦷 Composite Fillings 🦷   These two teeth have both been repaired with composite fillings by our lovely dental therapists, Paula & Rio! ✨🪥   How amazing are these transformations! 🤩   Composite fillings have been used to repair these teeth, matching their natural teeth to create a natural looking appearance! 🦷🪥   Two very happy patients! 🤩   www.crownbankdental.co.uk  📞 01270 763777 📧 info@crownbankdental.co.uk  📍1 Crown Bank, Sandbach, CW11 1FW  #crownbank#dental#smile#dentistry#teeth#sandbach#cheshire#congleton#compositefilling#beforeandafter#amazing#dentaltherapist#natural]
        
    



    
        
            🦷🪥 A day in the life of our dentist, Olivia!
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